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Introduction
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Schemes supported by the RWSSFDB are
implemented by the technical support of its SOs through Water Supply and Sanitation
User Committee (WSUC). To make the schemes more transparent and effective, the
RWSSFDB has adopted community procurement process, public and social audits,
and extensive monitoring and evaluation.
Nonetheless, Water Supply and Sanitation User Groups (WSUGs) will have,
sometimes, certain grievances and disagreements with the financial transactions,
working approach, procurement of goods and services, management and
implementation process of the schemes. However, it is all natural to crop up
disagreements/differences in a community development program (project) with
huge budget, participation of several stakeholders and equal access of services to
a large number of users. Overall, such disagreements are called grievances. Such
grievances may be absolutely true, partly true and fabricated. If such grievances are
not timely identified and redressed, community people will become hopeless causing
to negative impact towards the sustainability of the schemes. It is, henceforth,
necessary to address the issues and grievances on time. If so, it will be supportive to
ensure good governance, good will of the community and their ownership towards
the project. Similarly, service providers are also obliged to take their accountability
towards their works/services and duties.

Salient Features of Grievance Redressal Mechanism
In view of the above context, the RWSSFDB has developed Grievance Redressal
Mechanism in its scheme interventions. And this mechanism has been termed as an
appropriate system having the following salient features:
ää Coordination, representation and participation of affected groups are ensured
in each step of project cycle.
ää Affected groups are safe from threats and revenge.
ää Affected groups may feel self-esteemed and decorum.
ää No discrimination on the basis of gender, topography, religion and caste.
ää Honor and respect to social and cultural norms and values.
ää Increased access of information and development of providing feedback culture.
ää Under grievance redressal mechanism, an individual, group and organization/
institution are affected.
ää Helps in documentation of problems solving procedures and monitoring.
ää Transparency and social accountability towards project works are established.
ää Alertness and transparency towards process, procedures and timeline.
ää It is implemented through robust mechanism.
ää Affected groups will have open doors to seek alternates.

Steps of Grievance Redressal Mechanism
1. WSUGs/WSUCs
In the entire WASH schemes of the RWSSFDB, a Dispute Resolution Committee
with 3 to 5 members is formed. Members of WSUC and Procurement Committee
will not be included in this committee. However, members of Jagaran Committee
formed with the objective of making them accountable towards the WASH activities,
community, social committees, SO and its associated staffers and other stakeholders
involved in WSH sector shall be the members of this Committee. This Committee
does discussion on both verbal and written complaints, records the nature and type
of grievances and endeavors for reconciliation between both sides (complainants
and defendants). In case, the dispute is not resolved on the basis of compromise,
additional information needs to be collected in this regard. Subsequently, the
Dispute Resolution Committee will provide its opinions in connection to the
concerned grievance after obtaining information and opinions from the concerned
stakeholders followed by rigorous discussion.

2. Support Organization (SO)
Each SO has its own Grievance Handling Mechanism and records the information
on the nature and type of grievance, and will submit it to the concerned unit by
incorporating its opinions.

3. The RWSSFDB
For the Grievance Redressal Mechanism in the central level, a three member Dispute
Resolution Committee has been formed under the coordination of Deputy Executive
Director by including other two members as chiefs of Planning and Operation
Division and Monitoring and Evaluation Division. The committee thus formed
will make sorting of grievances in the presence of concerned Regional Manager
and Portfolio Manager and make an effort to resolve the case by presenting the
concerned stakeholder.
To accelerate the registration process and resolution of grievances, the RWSSFDB
has recently developed Mobile Apps system in partnership with the MoWSS. The
RWSSFDB has also uploaded this system in its website

Advantages of Grievance Redressal Mechanism
Grievance Redressal Mechanism will, indeed, will perpetuate the goodwill and
ownership of concerned stakeholders and the WSUGs towards the schemes after
the grievances and disputes are addressed. Followings are the advantages through
this mechanism:
ää Entire WSUGs are informed about scheme implementation.
ää Stakeholders are to be committed towards Government Policies and Rules.
ää Grievances and disputes are redressed up to the lowest rung of the community.

ää Disputes are settled before going out of control and right resolutions are
diagnosed.
ää Effective communication is retained between the project and affected groups.
ää Self-confidence of the community engaged in scheme shall be enhanced.
ää Unreceptive impact to be incurred in the project shall be minimized.
ää Avoids delay in scheme implementation.

Mobile Apps Developed for Grievances Recording
The RWSSFDB has recently developed
Mobile Apps system in partnership with Rural
Water Supply and Sanitation Improvement
Project (RWSSIP) Componenet-2 under
Ministry of Water Supply and Sanitation in
order to redress grievances/
disputes which are likely to be
emerged in WASH schemes.
However, this system has
been developed with the aim
of smoothening to record
the grievances and redress
them promptly. Through this
application system, users/
communities have been
able to directly deliver their
grievances related to WASH
schemes in the respective
organization.
This application, namely,
“Gunaso” can be exclusively
used by all organizations
involved in project activities for the
collection and delivery of complaints and
grievances instead of certain organization
alone. This system is expected to help
in identifying the nature of grievances to
be emerged in WASH schemes and also
to improve the possible faults during
survey, design and implementation of
those schemes, thereby, ensuring good

governance for the sustainability of the
schemes. This application system can be
used for recording grievances to come
out during survey, implementation phase
and post implementation phase of WASH
schemes. Both water user
communities
and
nonusers can record and deliver
complaints/grievances and
their identity shall not be
disclosed without their
permission.
Through this App system,
grievances can be recorded
by locations and photo
clips of concerned topic can
be clicked if needed but it
needs internet service there.
In the non-existence of
internet service, grievances/
complaints can also be
recorded
through
SMS
system. Likewise, grievance recording firms
are kept by including such features in the
grievances section of the RWSSFDB website
www.rwsfdb.org.
The RWSSFDB is planning to organize
orientation to SO staffers about these
Mobile Apps during Jagaran trainings in
future.
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